Abstract The goal of variable clustering is to partition a random vector X ∈ R p in sub-groups of similar probabilistic behavior. Popular methods such as hierarchical clustering or K-means are algorithmic procedures applied to observations on X, while no population level target is defined prior to estimation. We take a different view in this paper, where we propose and investigate model based variable clustering. We consider three models, of increasing level of complexity, termed generically G-models, with G standing for the partition to be estimated. Motivated by the potential lack of identifiability of the G-latent models, which are currently used in problems involving variable clustering, we introduce two new classes of models, the Gexchangeable and the G-block covariance models. We show that both classes are identifiable, for any distribution of X.
1. Introduction. The problem of partitioning a random vector X =: (X 1 , . . . , X p ) ∈ R p in groups of variables that are similar in nature is known as variable clustering. Solutions to this problem are typically algorithmic in nature. Given X 1 , . . . , X n observations on X, one defines a dissimilarity measures between the data vectors of observations on two components X j and X l of X, and places the two variables in the same cluster if the data dissimilarity measure is small. The most popular measure is the Euclidean distance between vectors in R n or, equivalently, the negative sample correlation and is typically the measure employed in popular clustering algorithms such as Hierarchical Clustering or K-means and their variants. We refer to [18] for an overview, and to clusters thus obtained as estimated clusters. Since no theoretical cluster target is postulated for X, prior to estimation, it is unclear what the clusters obtained in this manner estimate.
In this work we take a different point of view, model-based clustering. We begin by considering models of probabilistic similarity between the components of X that will define identifiable target clusters, then use the data consisting in n observations on X to develop methods tailored to these targets. We perform a detailed theoretical study of the problem of exact cluster recovery. This provides a bridge for the existing gap in the literature on variable clustering.
We emphasize that our work is not on data clustering, for which a very large literature exists, centered around mixture models. We refer to [18] for a comprehensive discussion of related methods, and to [14] for foundational contributions. In data clustering, clusters are clouds of observations, and correspond to respective realizations of one of the mixture distributions, which is a distribution on the whole R p . In contrast, in variable clustering, the effort is to define cluster models relative to subsets of components X j of X ∈ R p , making it a completely different problem.
Our contributions and the organization of the paper are described below.
1: Identifiable models for variable clustering. In Section 2, we introduce and study three models that can be used for variable clustering. The parameter of interest, in each of these models, will be a partition G = {G k } 1≤k≤K of {1, . . . , p}, for some unknown integer K, and we will therefore refer to them, generically, as G-models. We introduce the following partial order on sets:
exists k such that G k ⊆ G k . We define the partial order ≤ between two partitions G, G of {1, . . . , p} by G ≤ G if G is a sub-partition of G.
We seek a minimal partition (according to the PP order) fulfilling some conditions of interest, called model. Since a partially ordered set can have multiple minimal elements, our model will be said to be identifiable, if there exists a unique minimal partition in the set of partitions following the model. Our first contribution is to define models for clustering that are identifiable in this sense, without any further distributional assumptions.
We first consider a model that is already popular for variable clustering, the G-latent model, which clusters components X a of X that have the same latent generator Z k . Although not analyzed theoretically in the manner proposed here, the G-latent models are widely used in applications ranging from biology to financial data. For instance, for analyses involving fMRI data, we refer to [24] and [8] , and for a general overview to [25] . We show in Section 2.5.1 that one can construct vectors X that are latent with respect to two different minimal partitions. Thus, the G-latent models are not identifiable, in general, without further assumptions.
To address this issue, we introduce two new classes of models, of increasing complexity. The first is the class of G-exchangeable models, for which the within-group variables (X a ) a∈G k are exchangeable within X, but the between group variables are not. The second, larger, class of models that we propose is that of G-block covariance models, which are covariance models with a block-like structure: off-diagonal entries within a block are equal. We show in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively, that both models are identifiable, with the latter being easier to estimate.
Moreover, in Section 2.5., in which we restrict ourselves to Gaussian distributions, we provide a full characterization of identifiability in Gaussian G-latent models. We also provide sufficient conditions under which the identifiable partitions for the three G-models under consideration coincide.
2: Identifiable clusters that are invariant with respect to monotone transformations of the data. Whereas the effort in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 is concentrated on defining models for clustering in full generality, care must be exercised when using them in real applications, as clusters must be invariant to simple scale or shift transformation of X. Guided by the trade-off between distribution complexity and computational feasibility, we focus in this work on the class of what we term Gaussian copula G-models, introduced in Section 3. Within this class, we define, more generally, identifiable target clusters that are invariant relative to unknown monotone transforma-tions of the data. With a view towards computational feasibility, our focus for the remainder of this article is on clusters that correspond to blocks of the copula correlation matrix R. To the best of our knowledge, our contributions 1 and 2 are new in the literature.
3: Cord, a new metric for variable clustering. Central to our work is a new, and simple, dissimilarity metric for variable clustering, invariant under monotone transformations of the data. Standard clustering techniques employ the correlation between two variables. In contrast, our metric is based on CORrelation Differences (Cord), a measure that attempts to capture how two variables behave relative to the rest, rather than relative to each other. We discuss this in detail in Section 4, where we also argue that MCord, which is a measure of separation between clusters induced by Cord, can be used to define distinct clusters, even when the popular cluster separation measure, the within-between cluster correlation gap, is negative.
4:
The minimax MCord lower bound for exact cluster recovery. The strength of any variable clustering procedure is given by its ability to recover minimally separated clusters. Therefore, prior to developing an estimation procedure, it is crucial to assess the minimal size of the cluster separation below which no algorithm can be expected to recover consistently the correct partition. In Section 5 we present the main theoretical result of our work, the minimax MCord separation rate for exact cluster recovery.
Minimax-type results are sometimes viewed as being overly pessimistic, since they are typically derived by considering very special distributions, corresponding to the worst case scenario for the problem under consideration. From this perspective our results are non-standard. Let m =: min 1≤k≤K |G k | denote the minimum cluster size. Theorem 2 shows that, for variable clustering, the minimax separation rate under the MCord metric is log(p)/n, in a variety of cases, summarized below, irrespective of the size of K and m, or of the size of the correlation between variables in distinct groups:
• A case that is believed to be the most difficult for any clustering algorithm, corresponding to K = p/2 clusters of size m = 2 each. This is Proposition 8, in Appendix A.2.
• A case with in which we have K = 2, m = 2 and consequently the other cluster has size p − 2. This is Proposition 7, in Appendix A.2. This shows that having fewer clusters does not simplify the problem.
• A surprising case, with K = 3 and m = p/3, presented in Proposition 9 in Appendix A.2. This shows that the separation rate, under MCord, is not influenced by m or K, as it is still log(p)/n, even though we have very few, K = 3, clusters, each of large size, p/3.
• Moreover, our examples show that the same rate holds when variables in distinct groups are independent or when they are strongly correlated.
These results are, to the best of our knowledge, the first of their kind in the literature on clustering.
5:
A new variable clustering algorithm, Cord. In Section 6 we develop Cord, a new clustering algorithm. It has moderate computational complexity, polynomial in p, and it is already freely available on-line, on CRAN. We prove that CORD can recover correctly the target partition, with high probability, at the MCord minimax cluster separation rate. Section 7 contains summaries of our extensive numerical studies that show that Cord recovers clusters defined by our G-models, while existing variable clustering algorithms, such as K-means or hierarchical clustering based on the Euclidean distance, typically fail to do so. Section 7.4 provides further numerical evidence on the qualities of the newly introduced Cord metric as a bona-fide dissimilarity measure for variable clustering. We conclude with two real data examples, one of which is presented in the supplemental material.
1.1. Contrast with clustering from network data. The problem of grouping p entities in communities is also encountered in network analysis, and the estimation of these communities is known as the problem of community detection. However, the nature of the data is different. One observes a network of p objects, and associates with it a p × p adjacency matrix N : if there is a link between i and j, N ij = 1, whereas the absence of a link yields N ij = 0. The observed entries of N are assumed to be realizations of mutually independent Bernoulli random variables. One of the most basic models used to define communities in this context is the Stochastic Block Model (SBM), dating back to [15] . The model has been extensively studied in the past few years, and we give here only an incomplete list of references, most closely related to our work: [2] , [21] , [6] , [11] , [1] , [20] . SBM assumes that E(N ) has a block structure. In our work, we will employ the G-block correlation model, that postulates that the off-diagonal entries within a block of a correlation matrix R are equal. Since both problems involve block matrices, they may appear similar. However, there are fundamental differences between clustering based on SBM and clustering based on G-block correlation models, and we outline some of them below.
Data has different nature. The data generated from a SBM is a p × p binary matrix as above. The data generated from a G-model consists in n observations of a p dimensional vector, and can be organized as an n × p matrix of real numbers, with independent rows. We highlight two important repercussions of this difference.
Assume that in either SBM or the G-block correlation model the number of clusters K remains constant, as p increases. Assume also that n is fixed in the context of variable clustering, when p increases. Clearly, the clustering task in SBM becomes easier as p grows, since we have more data, whereas in G-models it deteriorates, as the quality of any estimatorR of R deteriorates when p grows but n is set to a given value. Thus, while clustering a large network is statistically easier than clustering a small one, the opposite is true for variable clustering: clustering a high dimensional vector is harder than clustering a low dimensional vector, from the same amount n of observations.
Since N has independent entries andR has correlated (possibly strongly) entries, the statistical properties of the error terms involved in each problem, V 1 =:R − E(R) and V 2 =: N − E(N ), respectively, are very different. In SBM, cluster recovery typically requires control of the operator norm of V 2 , see for instance [21] . We will show in Section 6 that, fortunately, for G-models one can construct consistent cluster estimators that only require control of the ∞ norm of V 1 , which is of order log(p)/n, and not of the operator norm of V 1 , which is of the order of R op traceR log(pn)/n, see for instance [5] . Using the later may unnecessarily inflate the size of the minimal cluster separation needed for exact recovery.
Different cluster separation metric. Most SBM analyses focus on the case where there is a positive gap for the within-between community probabilities and investigate the minimal size of this gap for consistent clustering. As explained in the previous section, the quantity of interest for cluster recovery in G-models is not the correlation gap, but instead the newly introduced MCord separation. One of our main contributions is the investigation of the minimal MCord separation needed for successful clustering in G-models, which is our newly proposed metric for cluster separation.To the best of our knowledge, this question has not been posed in the SBM literature, and therefore not answered elsewhere.
2. Three models for variable clustering. Let X ∈ R p be a zero mean random vector. Let G = {G k } k=1,...,K be a partition of {1, . . . , p}, for some integer K, 1 ≤ K ≤ p. In what follows we introduce and compare three different models for the distribution of X that may potentially lead to dif-ferent clusters G k and different final partitions G. We begin by discussing partition identifiability.
2.1. G-latent models. Perhaps the most popular model connected to variable clustering, via the literature on clustering algorithms, is the simplest form of a latent variable model, as defined below. We will refer to this model as the G-latent model. Let G be a partition of {1, . . . , p} into K groups and let k : {1, . . . , p} → {1, . . . , K} be an index assignment function defined by 
where the mutually independent zero mean error terms E a have variance γ k(a) , and are independent of the latent variables Z. If a is a singleton, we use the convention γ k(a) = 0.
Let L(X) = {G : X is G-latent} . The set L(X) is nonempty and finite, so it does have minimal elements G . We will argue in Section 2.5.1 that, however, the minimal elements are not necessarily unique. Thus, without further assumptions, the G-latent models are not identifiable. This motivates the introduction and study of other classes of models for variable clustering, that are more flexible and are identifiable in full generality. We return to the class of G-latent models and offer sufficient conditions for their identifiability in Section 2.5.2.
2.2. G-exchangeable models. To introduce a new class of models for clustering, we will use the following intuition: two variables that belong to what will constitute a group in the partition should have similar behavior relative to all the other variables. One way to characterize this behavior is in terms of the joint distribution of X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ). Below we will define partitions with the property that, in particular, two variables within the same group can be switched without changing the distribution of the vector, while switching variables between groups will change this distribution.
Formally, for a partition G, we define below the set S G of permutations σ of {1, . . . , p} that only permute elements within each group of the partition, but not between groups. Let S(G k ) be the set of permutations
It is immediate to see that if X is G-latent, then X is G-exchangeable, but the reverse is not necessarily true, as the following example shows. Example 1. Let X be a zero mean Gaussian vector with covariance matrix
Then X is G =: {{1, 2}; {2, 3}}-exchangeable, but not G-latent. To see why notice that Σ 12 and Σ 34 are negative, and, for instance, Σ 12 should have been positive, as it would be equal to var(Z 1 ) if X were G-latent. Observe, moreover, that in this example the within-group correlations, which are all equal to −1/2, are smaller than between group correlations, which are all equal to zero.
Observe that the set E(X) is not empty, as X is always G-exchangeable according to the largest possible partition with p groups, G = {{1} , . . . , {p}}. Theorem 1 below shows that E(X) has a unique minimum, for a generic random vector X, without any further distributional assumptions. We give a constructive proof of this result, that necessitates the definition of the minimum between two partitions. For any partition G = {G k } 1≤k≤K , we write a It is straightforward to check that G∧G ∼ is indeed reflexive, transitive and symmetric. With this definition, we have the following interesting properties that lead to the desired result, the identifiability of the newly introduced Gexchangeable models. Theorem 1. Let X be a zero mean random vector with arbitrary distribution.
The set E(X) has a unique minimum, G (X), with respect to the PP order.
We refer to Appendix A.1 for a proof of this theorem. It shows that the minimum partition for which X is G-exchangeable always exists and its structure is intrinsic to the distribution of X. The minimal partition G (X) matches our intuition regarding what would constitute a reasonable clustering target. However, from a statistical point of view, estimating G (X) may be challenging in high dimensions, as it will typically require estimation of high dimensional distributions and multiple testing. This motivates the introduction of a more general model, described in the following section.
2.3. G-block covariance models. Clustering according to G-exchangeable models may be too stringent, as it imposes conditions on the whole distribution of X. In our third model, proposed below, we suggest clustering according to functionals of the distribution. In particular, we will consider the group structure on the covariance matrix induced by G-exchangeability.
Definition 4. G-block structure. Let G be a partition of {1, . . . , p}.
The covariance matrix Σ of X ∈ R p is said to have a G-block structure if
A p × p covariance matrix with K blocks has a reduced number of distinct parameters, K(K − 1)/2 + K, as formalized in the result below. We write |G k | for the cardinality of G k . With this notation, we list below a number of elementary, but very useful, properties of a covariance matrix with a G-block structure, proved in Section 1.1 of the supplemental material [4] . Lemma 1. A covariance matrix Σ = cov(X) with a G-block structure has the following properties:
The G-block covariance models are identifiable. For a vector X ∈ R p with covariance matrix Σ let B(X) = {G : Σ has G-block structure}. We show that G-block covariance models are identifiable by constructing the unique minimum element of B(X).
Definition 5. Let G block (X) be the partition induced by the equivalence relation: a
It is immediate to verify that this relationship is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
Proposition 1. The partition G block (X) is the minimum of B(X).
We refer to Section 1.1 of the supplemental material [4] for a proof. Proposition 1 shows that, similarly to the G-exchangeable models, the class of the G-block covariance models is identifiable, for general distributions. Since E(X) ⊆ B(X), we always have G (X) ≥ G block (X), and the two partitions may not coincide, in general. However, there are situations where they do, and we discuss them in Section 2.5 below.
2.4.
Connections between the three G-models. We have the following immediate relations between the three models introduced above. We omit the proof.
Proposition 2. Let X be a zero mean random vector in R p , with covariance matrix Σ. For any partition G of {1, . . . , p}, we have:
We show below that the three models are not equivalent. To see why, we first associate to a p × p G-block covariance matrix Σ a K × K matrix C defined below, using the notation introduced in Lemma 1.
Definition 6. The matrix of covariances C. Let Σ be a G-block covariance matrix. Let C be defined by
• if a is a singleton, with k(a) = k, we set c kk = Σ aa = d k .
The matrix C = {c kk } 1≤k,k ≤K is well-defined for any k, k and it is symmetric. By Lemma 1 we always have d k ≥ c kk , with equality for singletons. The matrix C collects the within and between group covariances and is not always semi-positive definite. For instance, the matrix C associated with Example 1 is
which is negative definite. There are however situations where C is positive semi-definite, as the following proposition shows. Its proof is immediate and therefore omitted.
Proposition 3. If X follows a G-latent model, then Σ has G-block structure with associated matrix C = cov(Z). Therefore, in this case C is a semi-positive definite matrix and
Remark 1. The three G models are not equivalent: Proposition 3 shows that when Σ has a G-block structure, if the matrix C given by Definition 6 is not positive semi-definite, then X cannot admit a latent representation with the same G.
2.5.
Gaussian G-models. The theoretical results of the previous sections hold in full generality. More connections between the three G-models can be established if one makes distributional assumptions. In this section we study vectors X with a Gaussian distribution. In this case, we give a full characterization of identifiability in G-latent variable models, and connect this back with G-block covariance models and G-exchangeable models.
2.5.1. The G-latent models may not be identifiable. In this section we revisit the G-latent models and construct a counter-example that shows that the same vector X has two different latent representations, with respect to two different minimal partitions. In our construction, we will use the following simple lemma, proved in Section 1.1.3 of the supplement [4] .
Lemma 2. If X has a mean zero Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix Σ that is G-block structured, and if the matrix C given by Definition 6 is positive semi-definite, then X follows a G-latent model. 
This example suggests that either X is G block (X)-latent or its latent structure will contain singletons. This is indeed true, as formalized below.
Proposition 4. Assume X is a mean zero Gaussian vector. Let G be a minimal element in L(X). Assume that X is not G block (X)-latent. Then G has at least one singleton.
We refer to Appendix A.4 for a proof. A consequence of Proposition 4 is: If a minimal partition G in L(X) has no singletons, then G = G block (X) and it is the unique minimum of L(X).
Identifiable Gaussian G-models.
The following proposition summarizes the connection between Gaussian G-latent, G-exchangeable and Gblock covariance models, and highlights a sufficient condition under which the minimum latent partition of X is G block (X), henceforth ensuring the uniqueness of the latent structure. We refer to Section 1.1.4 of the supplement [4] for a proof.
Proposition 5. Let X be a zero mean Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix Σ. Let C be the matrix associated with Σ and a partition G via Definition 6. Then: (i) For any partition G of {1, . . . , p} we have that X is G-exchangeable ⇔ Σ has a G-block structure. Thus, G (X) = G block (X).
(ii) The following chain of equivalences holds: X is G-exchangeable and C ≥ 0 ⇔ Σ has a G-block structure and C ≥ 0 ⇔ X is G-latent.
(iii) If the matrix of covariances C corresponding to the partition G block (X) is positive-semidefinite, then X is G block (X)-latent, and this is the unique minimal partition according to which X admits a latent decomposition.
3. Scale and translation invariant clustering via Gaussian copula G-models. If all the components of X have different variances, none of the proposed G-models would hold, despite possibly very strong reasons for grouping these components. Clearly, one should first make all components of X comparable at least in terms of scale and location, and postulate a model for clustering for a transformation of X, not necessarily X itself.
Formally, we assume that there exists an unknown transformation h of X such that Y =: h(X) follows a G model. In Section 2 above we showed that the partition G is identifiable, under no further assumptions, if Y follows either a (a) G-exchangeable or a (b) G-block covariance model for clustering. In full generality, if we choose model (a), the estimation problem is difficult and possibly NP-hard, as it will involve estimation of high dimensional density functions and multiple testing in high dimensions. Moreover, not knowing the transformation h adds another layer of difficulty to an already complex problem.
We propose therefore to solve the problem for a particular class of distributions for X, that of Gaussian copula distributions. We assume for the rest of this section and paper that X has a Gaussian copula distribution with zero mean, and copula function with parameters µ = 0 and R, a correlation matrix, and we write X d = C(R). Recall that this implies that
with h a := Φ −1 • F a , for each a, where Φ is the c.d.f of a standard Gaussian random variable, F a is the marginal c.d.f. of X a and V ar(Y a ) = 1, for all a.
Definition 7. Assume that X has a Gaussian copula distribution with zero mean, and copula function with parameters µ = 0 and R. If the Gaussian vector Y given by (1) follows a G-model, we say that X follows a Gaussian copula G-model.
To emphasize that the covariance matrix of Y is a correlation matrix, whenever Y follow a G-block covariance model, we will call it G-block correlation model. By Proposition 5 (i), the G-exchangeable and the G-block covariance models are equivalent for Gaussian vectors. Thus, either model assumption on Y will lead to the same identifiable target partition. Moreover, by Proposition 5 (iii), if the matrix C that can be associated with the correlation matrix R via Definition 6 is non-negative definite, G block of R will also be the partition according to which Y has a latent decomposition.
Therefore, if X follows a Gaussian copula G-model and C is non-negative definite, we have the same target partition, irrespective of the particular type of G-model we postulate. Thus, if one prefers either the G-exchangeable or the G-latent model for their interpretability, one can use G-block correlation models for estimation, if it turns out that estimation is computationally efficient in that model. As we show in Section 6 below, this is indeed the case. We therefore focus for the rest of the paper on clustering via G-block correlation models, relative to the copula correlation matrix R.
4. The CORD similarity metric and its induced cluster separation metric. Classical clustering methods, such as K-means and hierarchical clustering, typically build clusters for which the within-group correlation is larger than that between groups. Therefore, if R has a block structure with associated matrix of correlations C, and c jk denotes the correlation between variables in group G j and those in G k , one expects that consistent clustering would be possible with these classical clustering algorithms when the within-between correlation gap (2) min
is large enough. However, as our Example 1 shows, this requirement can be easily violated, and the gap (2) can be negative.
If clustering is done according to G-models, we argue below that the withinbetween correlation gap (2) is no longer the quantity that governs cluster separation. We define a new cluster separation metric that is positive, and can be large even if (2) is negative, thus offering an alternative to classical clustering.
To motivate our metric, notice that in G-block correlation models, if two variables with indices a and b are in the same group, then R ac = R bc , for any c = a, b. Conversely, if a and b are not in the same group, then R ac = R bc for at least one variable c = a, b. Therefore, two variables X a and X b belong to the same cluster defined by the G block partition of R if and only if 
which is tailored to G-models. The key quantity that quantifies the difficulty of clustering in G-models is the minimal CORD separation between two variables in distinct groups:
Then, the larger the value of MCord(R), the easier the cluster detection problem. We emphasize that requiring MCord(R) be larger than η, for some η > 0, is in general much less stringent than requiring that the withinbetween correlation gap (2) be larger than η. To see why, notice that when the partition has no singletons, we always have
Referring again to Example 1, it may happen that the right-hand side is negative, while the left-hand side is large.
In Section 5 below we study the minimax optimal separation size for consistent partition estimation with respect to the newly introduced MCord(R).
The investigation of the minimax optimal correlation gap (2) ensuring consistent partition estimation, is considered in [3] .
5. The minimax lower bound for cluster separation with respect to MCord(R). We always have MCord(R) > η, with η = 0. However, a larger value of η will be needed for retrieving consistently the partition G block from noisy observations. We give its minimax optimal value below.
To begin with, we define a general class of models over which we establish our minimax lower bounds. Let R be the copula correlation matrix of X, assumed to have an arbitrary G block structure. We define
Our goal is to find the minimal value η * below which exact recovery with high-probability is impossible. Formally, we will show that
for all 0 ≤ η < η * , where the infimum is taken over all possible estimators.
Theorem 2.
For any 0 ≤ η < η * := 0.6
where the infimum is taken over all possible estimators.
We observe that η * ∼ 0.6 log(p) n when log(p) = o(n), as announced in the discussion in the Introduction. The proof is given in the Appendix A.2 and consists in the collection of the proofs of Propositions 7, 8 and 9, each showcasing a different scenario for the number of clusters, the size of the smallest cluster and the correlation between and within clusters. In all these cases, the minimax cluster separation rate is log(p)/n, a new and surprising result in the literature on variable clustering.
Consistent estimation of minimally separated clusters via Cord.
In this section with present an algorithm that achieves the separation lower bound, for Gaussian copula G-block correlation models. We recall that we place variables X a and X b in the same group when their transforms Y a and Y b are in the same group, and the latter happens if and only if Cord(a, b) := max c =a,b |R ac − R bc | = 0, where R is the copula correlation matrix of X. Since Cord does not use the size of the correlation of a pair of variables to decide on group membership, estimation of clusters in G-block models cannot be performed in the standard manner of thresholding an estimator of R, followed by taking the connected components of the resulting graph. Instead, our estimator will be based on thresholding an estimator of Cord, in an iterative fashion, as we explain below. To estimate Cord, we only require estimates of the entries of R from n observed independent copies X 1 , . . . , X n of X. Let R be an estimator of R. We first recall that, under the Gaussian copula model on X,
where Kendall's tau coefficient is defined by 
, respectively. Therefore, we can estimate R ab by
where
If we have reasons to believe that X has a Gaussian distribution, then we can alternatively consider as an estimator of R the sample correlation matrix. Given the entries of R, the goal is to estimate G block , the minimal partition with respect to which R has a block structure. To a given estimator R of R we associate the estimator
of the Cord metric. We then estimate the partition G according to the following algorithm. 
We emphasize that this algorithm does not require as input the specification of the number K of groups. The algorithmic complexity for computing R defined by (4) is O(p 2 n log(n)) (see [7] ) and the complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(p 3 ), so the overall complexity of our estimation procedure is O p 2 (p ∨ n log(n) . In the following, we provide conditions ensuring that G = G block .
Proposition 6. Let X be a zero mean random vector with a Gaussian copula distribution with parameter R. Let R be any estimator of R. We define τ = | R − R| ∞ and we consider two parameters (α, η) fulfilling (6) α ≥ 2τ and η ≥ 2τ + α.
Then, if R ∈ R(η), our algorithm yields G = G block .
We refer to Appendix A.3 for a proof of this proposition and to Section 1.2 of the supplemental material [4] for the proof of the following corollary.
for some A > 0. If X has a zero mean Gaussian copula distribution and R ∈ R(η), then the output of our algorithm applied to the estimator R given by (4), is consistent: G = G block , with probability higher than 1 − p −2A .
Remark 1. Therefore, with τ ≤ constant × log(p) n , thresholding Cord at level 2τ guarantees exact recovery, whenever the Cord separation η is at least 4τ . Whereas the exact values of the constants will depend on the particular parameters of the distribution, Theorem 2 in the previous section guarantees that the order of the Cord separation is tight, since we showed that there exists constant * such that if the Cord separation equals η * = constant * × log(p) n , exact recovery is impossible, by any method. If X has a Gaussian distribution, we can use the sample correlation matrix for R. The results of Corollary 1 above remain unchanged, modulo constants, and are presented in Corollary 1 of Section 1.3 of the supplement [4] . 7.1. Simulation design. In this section we verify numerically our theoretical findings. We consider a number of types of G-block covariance matrices, of increasing level of complexity. To construct them, we recall Lemma 1 of Section 3.1, that shows that the G-block structure for Σ is specified by C = (c kk ) and D = (d k ), 1 ≤ k, k ≤ K. We note that once Σ is constructed for our simulation models, the correlation matrix R has the same G-block structure.
We consider the following models for Σ corresponding to the following matrix C:
• Model 1: C is block diagonal and each block is a 2 × 2 block matrix B, where B 11 = 0.6, B 22 = 2, B 12 = B 21 = 0.8.
• Model 2: C = B T B where B is a random K × K matrix with independent entries. Each entry takes the value +1 and −1 with equal probability 0.5 × K −1/2 , and the value 0 with probability 1
T B −B where B is randomly generated as in Model 2 andB kk = K −1 K k=1 B kk . The matrix C is positive definite in Models 1 and 2, and it is positive semidefinite in Model 3. We have also considered negative definite matrices C by subtracting a small positive number from all the diagonal entries of the C in Model 3, and the results are similar. In all these models, we set d k = c kk + 1, k = 1, . . . , K, to ensure that the resulting Σ (and R) is positive definite. We set K = 10 to be the the number of equal-size groups of variables, for each of two representative cases p = 200 and p = 1600. For each p, we run simulations for samples of sizes n = 100, 200, 300, . . . , 1000. All simulations are repeated 100 times. We simulate the data from either a Gaussian or Gaussian copula distribution. In the Gaussian setting, the observations on X are simulated from a N (0, R) distribution, with R having the block structure given by Models 1 -3. To simulate Gaussian copula observations, we apply transformation f (x|v k ) to each variable X a if a ∈ G k , for X simulated from N (0, R). The transformation functions take the form
where the parameters v k , k = 1, . . . , K, are iid from a uniform distribution between (−1, +1). The distribution of each variable after transformation is bimodal. We obtained very similar results in the Gaussian case and the Gaussian copula case. For brevity, we only report the result for the Gaussian copula case in this section and we refer to Section 2 of the supplemental material [4] for the results in the Gaussian case.
7.2. G-Block Estimation. The goal of our algorithm is to create sub-groups of vectors of dimension n, from a given collection of p vectors of observations, each of dimension n, according to CORD. This task can be viewed as that of clustering p objects in R n . The existing clustering algorithms are not tailored to recovering groups with this structure, but they can serve as comparative methods. We thus compare the performance of Cord with two popular clustering algorithms: K-means and Hierarchical Clustering (HC). We apply K-means on the columns of the n × p matrix of scaled observations, and we use the negative correlation as distance matrix in HC. Both Kmeans and HC require specification of the number of groups K. We use the true K = 10 in these methods to evaluate their oracle performance. In our simulations, both Cord and HC use estimates of Pearson's correlation under the Gaussian setting, and of the sinusoid transform of Kendall's tau in (4) under the Gaussian copula setting. In the following simulation study, we use the fixed threshold α = 2 log(p)/n, since our theoretical results suggest the usage of a threshold proportional to log(p)/n with a constant larger than 1. We also provide a data-dependent choice in the next section. We consider the set-up described above, with n = 100, 200, . . . , 1000 and p = 200, 1600.
Exact recovery.
We first compare the performance CORD and its competitors in terms of exact true group recovery. Figure 1 shows the percentages of exact recovery by K-means, HC, and Cord. Cord clearly outperforms both K-means and HC when n is about 400 or larger in all the models. K-means and HC, even with the oracle choice of K and large n = 1000, fail to recover the true groups exactly. It is also interesting to note that their recovery percentages are flat around 0 as n increases, and the percentages for HC decrease for small n in Model 2 and 3. We proved in Section 6 that, whenever the group separation parameter η and the threshold level α are both larger than appropriate multiples of n −1/2 log 1/2 p, Algorithm 1 recovers consistently the block structure of R. Figure 1 shows that Cord recovers the true groups almost 100% of the runs when the condition η ≥ α + 2τ = 2n −1/2 log 1/2 p + 2τ is satisfied. This condition translates into saying that the sample size is larger than a minimal sample size, shown as a vertical line in our plots. The recovery percentages for Cord show sharp rise around the calculated lower bounds, and the curves for p = 200 and p = 1600 almost overlap. This confirms empirically the phase transition by the scaling rate n −1/2 log 1/2 p, observed in our converge rates in Corollary 1 and Theorem 2. 
Approximate recovery.
Perfect recovery is a strong requirement for any partition estimation algorithm, so we also investigate the performance of Cord compared to K-means and HC in terms of partial recovery. We measure the partial recovery performance in terms of the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [17] , which is a continuous metric with values in [−1, +1] for comparing two partitions of a set. Two identical partitions yield an ARI value of 1, and random partitions are expected to yield a zero value. Figure  2 shows that, in terms of partial recovery, our method is again a strong competitor of existing clustering algorithms in any regime: the ARI of Cord, a method that also estimates the number of communities, grows steeply in the small n regime, and becomes 1 fast, whereas the other algorithms, which require the number of groups as an input, level off at an ARI of approximately 0.8, even when the sample size increases substantially.
Performance of
Cord with data-driven α.
7.3.1.
Cross validation for the Cord threshold. The threshold α appearing in Corollary 1 does not involve any unknown quantity and they can be used directly. In practice, however, it is advisable to use a data-driven choice of the threshold for Cord. We propose to use the following type of cross-validation for this purpose. The idea is to construct a loss function over a grid of the α values, such that the value of α for which this loss has minimum value is also the value of α for which we have consistent recovery of our communities. To this end, it is useful to introduce the following operator on correlation matrices. Given a correlation matrix R and a partition G, we introduce a block averaging operator Υ (R, G) which produces a G-block structured matrix of the same size as R. For any a ∈ G k and b ∈ G k , the output matrix entry [Υ (R, G)] ab is given by
In essence, this operator averages over the submatrix of R with indices in G k and G k respectively, except for the diagonal entries. It produces an estimator of R that has the G block structure. Given a matrix loss function L, and an estimator of R, our cross-validation (CV) procedure is as follows: For a sample of size n on X, we first randomly split it into two equal-size datasets: the training dataset and the validating dataset. We then compute the corresponding correlation estimatesR t andR v , with indices referring to the training and validating datasets, respectively. For given D > 1, and each value α l , l = 1, . . . , D, on a grid, we use Algorithm 1 to computeĜ l , usingR t and α l as input. Our data dependent threshold is the grid valueα given by In our numerical studies, we use the Frobenius loss L (R, M ) = R − M F . In the Gaussian setting, R is the sample correlation matrix, in the Gaussian copula setting it is sinusoid transformed Kendall's tau in (4) . The theoretical investigation of this criterion is beyond the scope of this work, and we present below its performance on a simulated example.
Numerical studies.
We use the case n = 1000 and p = 1600 to study the "large n, large p" performance of our cross validation approach. The training dataset and validating dataset have the same sample size 500 respectively. Since the theoretical value of α is proportional to n −1/2 log 1/2 p, we use a grid of α/ n −1/2 log 1/2 p = 0.25, 0.5, . . . , 5. Table 1 shows that the average α selected by CV is between 1.5×n −1/2 log 1/2 p and 2.2×n −1/2 log 1/2 p, close to our fixed choice 2 × n −1/2 log 1/2 p in the previous simulation study. Using the cross validated α in each run, Cord recovers exactly the true groups over 80% of the runs for Model 1, and 100% for Model 2 and 3. Under Model 1, Cord still achieves high average ARI values, larger than 0.964. The performance metrics under Model 1 decrease only slightly for the Gaussian Copula setting compared with the Gaussian setting. We show the relationship between the average CV losses and exact recovery percentages in Figure 3 . This shows that the optimal ranges of α values for high exact recovery percentages are also associated with low average CV losses. All these ranges are around 2n −1/2 log 1/2 p in all models.
7.4. The Cord metric for correct community placement of pairs of variables. The Cord method can be viewed as a method for clustering the p rows (and columns) of R. Most clustering methods are applied relative to a given distance or metric, where the metric is chosen such that pairs of objects are grouped together if it is small, and placed in different groups if the metric is large. In this section we validate numerically that the Cord metric given by (5) can indeed be viewed as a bona fide variable clustering metric, when communities have nontrivial size, larger or equal to 2, and are generated from the Gmodels introduced and studied in the previous sections. The study presented below is therefore not of the Cord algorithm per se, but rather of its metric, which is the crucial ingredient of our method. To assess correct community assignment of pairs of variable, we compare the number of false discoveries to that of discoveries (we define below what each means in this context). Given the data, we pair two variables (a, b) if Cord(a, b) < v, where v is a given threshold value. We call such a pair a "discovery". We recall that Cord is given by (5), with R an appropriate estimator of R. Of these discoveries, some are false, in that X a and X b do not belong to the same group in the true partition. Formally, we let
Both F D(v) and D(v) increase with v, and we want to study the effect of increasing v on the number of false discoveries F D relative to the number discoveries D. Figure 4 compares the average number of false discoveries F D as we vary the threshold v such that the percentage of discoveries D reaches up to 10% of the total number of entries in the lower triangular part of the correlation matrix. The results correspond to n = 500 and p = 1600, chosen as a representative case. This figure shows that the Cord metric (8) replaced by the estimated negative correlation, which is either the Pearson's correlation in the Gaussian setting, or the negative Kendall's tau in the Gaussian copula setting. We recall that the former is equivalent with using the 2 distance between observations on two variables. These metrics are the ingredients of the variable clustering algorithms used for comparison in the previous two subsections. Figure 4 shows that for our G-latent models, the negative correlation (Pearson's or Kendall's tau) metric can yield as many as 40 000 false positives out of a total of over 120 000 discoveries. This suggests strongly that the commonly used metrics, irrespective of the algorithm that employs them, are not optimal for G-exchangeable, G-block and G-latent models, whereas the Cord metric adapts to this structure. We first compare the groups recovered by Cord, K-means, and HC. We use the cross validation approach of Section 7.3.1 to select α, and it selects the threshold α = 1.2n −1/2 log 1/2 p with K = 30. We thus set K = 30 in Kmeans and HC (using the negative Kendall's tau distance) to compare the clustering performance. Table 2 lists the stocks in the first 5 Cord groups. Because the partitions from K-means and HC are different, we list all the groups from K-means and HC that contain these stocks for each Cord group. It is clear that Cord groups together directly competing companies that offer similar or almost identical services, while K-means and HC can group companies that provide different kinds of services and products. For example, Home Depot and Lowe's are the only two companies in a Cord group, probably because they are both home improvement stores. However, Starbucks is added to this group by both K-means and HC, even though Starbucks is a coffee shop chain. Further comparison is provided in Section 3 of the supplemental material [4] .
An additional application of the CORD method to an fMRI data analysis is presented in Section 4 of the supplemental material [4] . Table 2 The first 5 groups of stocks found by Cord and the groups from K-means and HC that contain these stocks. K-means has two groups (separated by a horizontal line) that contain the stocks in Group 1 of Cord, and HC merges Group 4 and 5 of Cord into one group along with other stocks. We begin by proving the third claim. For this, we first show that any permutation σ ∈ S G∧G can be decomposed into transpositions σ = τ 1 ...τ d with each transposition τ i permuting two elements a i , b i belonging to the same group of G or G . Below, we write τ ab for the transposition between a and b. We need the following lemma.
Group
•
According to Proposition 1, we have by induction that G 1 , . . . , G M ∈ E(X). In addition, we have both
A.2. Minimax lower bounds: Proof of Theorem 2. Our proofs are based on a version of Fano's lemma suited for our application. Specifically, we will employ Birgé's Lemma (Corollary 2.18 in [22] ), which we state below, translated to our problem.
Lemma 4. For any partition estimator G, and for any collection of distinct
where K(R (j) , R (1) ) denotes the Kulback-Leibler divergence between two Gaussian likelihoods based on n observations. Proof. Inequality (9) is Birgé's Lemma (Corollary 2.18 in [22] ), translated to our problem. We prove inequality (10) below. We only need to check that
We have
with F (S) = T race(S) − log det(S). Notice that F is convex, and therefore since the gradient of our function F in I + H is I − (I + H) −1 . Let σ 1 ≥ σ 2 ≥ . . . be the singular values of H. Then
Consequently, (10) holds, and the proof of this lemma is complete.
The task therefore is that of constructing M correlation matrices in R(η) and determining η * for which either (9) or (10) in Lemma 4 is at least 1 2e+1 . Whereas the proof of Theorem 2 would be completed by constructing one instance of these M matrices, we will provide three such constructions, in order to emphasize the generality of our results. We begin by constructing a sequence of matrices with K = 2 blocks, one of size 2 and one of size p − 2.
Proposition 7. Let us fix 0 ≤ α < β < 1. We construct a sequence of correlation matrices in R(η) as follows. To any pair a = b in {1, . . . , p}, we associate the matrix R (a,b) with 1 on the diagonal and α off the diagonal, except for positions (a, b) and (b, a) where we define R
Proof of Proposition 7. First, notice that the cardinality of the set R (a,b) : a = b ∈ {1, . . . , p} is M = p(p − 1)/2, and all matrices R (a,b) ∈ R(η), for any η ≤ β − α. We denote by J the matrix with all entries equal to 1, which is positive semi-definite. The matrix R (1,2) −αJ has 1−α on the diagonal, 0 off the diagonal, except in (1, 2) and (2, 1) where it takes value β−α. The lowest eigenvalue of R (1,2) −αJ is 1−β, hence |(R (1,2) 
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We now construct a second sequence of matrices with many small blocks. In this example, we have K = p/2 blocks of size 2, assuming that p is even.
Proposition 8. Let R (1) be the matrix R (1) = αJ + diag(A, . . . , A) where J is the matrix with all entries equal to 1 and
The partition G block(1) associated to R (1) is G block(1) = {{1, 2} ; . . . ; {p − 1, p}}. We denote by τ ab the transposition between a and b in {1, . . . , p} and by
built from R (1) by permuting the rows and columns indexed by a and b. The partition G block(a,b) associated to this matrix is the same as G block (1) except that the indices a and b have been switched. Then, when
no estimator can perfectly recover the partition G block uniformly on the set of distributions {P R (1) } ∪ {P R (a,b) : a = 2k, k = 1, . . . , p/2, b > a}, with probability larger than 2e/(2e + 1).
Proof of Proposition 8. In this case, the cardinality of the set
is M = p(p−2)/4+1, and R (a,b) ∈ R(η) for any α and β such that η ≤ β −α. 
By analogy with clustering via SBM, we may expect that when all clusters have a common size m, the clustering problem become easier and easier as m grows. The following example shows that it is not the case in general, even when m grows linearly with p.
Proposition 9. Let 0 < < 1 and define
which is positive semi-definite. Consider the following covariance matrix with K = 3 blocks of equal size m = p/3 given by Σ := AC( )A T + I, where A is a p × 3 hard assignment matrix given by A j1 = 1, if 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and zero otherwise, A j2 = 1, if m + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m, and zero otherwise and A j3 = 1, if 2m + 1 ≤ j ≤ 3m, and zero otherwise. For a ∈ {1, . . . , m} and b ∈ {m + 1, . . . , 2m + 1}, we construct Σ (a,b) by permuting the rows and columns indexed by a and b. We collect the M = m 2 + 1 candidate matrices in a set M. Let G block be the partition associated with one of the generic matrices Σ ∈ M. If ≤ 0.8 log(p/3) n and η ≤ 0.8 ,
Proof of Proposition 9. We begin by noting that Σ given above is not a correlation matrix, but since Diagonal(Σ) = (1+ , ..., 1+ , 3, ..., 3), its associated correlation matrix R will have the same block structure. Moreover, since MCord(Σ) = 2 , then MCord(R) = c , for some c ∈ [2/ √ 6, 2/ √ 3], and R ∈ R(η), for any η ≤ 0.8 . To avoid the notational clutter that would be introduced by normalizing Σ, we will work in what follows with covariance matrices, which does not affect the proof.
We will once again appeal to Lemma 4, and we calculate below the KLdivergence K (Σ (a,b) , Σ). By symmetry, we can assume that a = 1 and b = m + 1. We write henceforth Q for the permutation matrix associated to the transposition of 1 and m + 1 and Σ = QΣQ T . We start by writing out the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of C( ):
Then, with I denoting the p × p identity matrix, we have
We have 
We notice that v 1 v T 1 ∆ 2 = 0 and v 1 v T 1 v 2 = 0, so putting pieces together:
Writing s := ∆ T 2 v 2 , γ := ∆ T 2 ∆ 2 and ρ := mλ 2 / (1 + mλ 2 ), we have
Let us compute the eigenvalues of M . We observe that the range of M is spanned by v 2 and ∆ 2 , so we seek for eigenvectors ω = v 2 + α∆ 2 . Since
, and γ = 4 2 mλ 2 = −2s,
Therefore, the two non-zero eigenvalues µ 1 and µ 2 of M fulfill
Since Σ −1 Σ = I + mλ 2 M , with M of rank 2, we can now compute K(Σ , Σ):
We observe that mλ 2 (1 − ρ) = ρ, so the terms in the log cancel and finally, plugging the values in (14) into the above display, we obtain
Since we have M ≥ (p/3) 2 candidate matrices, Lemma 4 ensures that when ≤ 2e log(p/3) (2e+1)n the probability of mis-clustering is larger than 1/(2e + 1).
A.3. Proof of consistent recovery. Proof of Proposition 6. First, we notice that, since | R − R| ∞ = τ , we have
, and when the group separation condition R ∈ R(η) holds
In particular, under the condition (6) and the group separation condition R ∈ R(η), we have (15) a
Let us prove the proposition by induction on l. We consider the algorithm at some step l and assume that the algorithm was consistent up to this step, i.e. (15) no b ∈ S is in the same group as a l . Since the algorithm has been consistent up to step l, it means that a l is a singleton and (15) . The equivalence (15) furthermore ensures that G l = S ∩ G block k(a l ) . Since the algorithm has been consistent up to this step we have G block k(a l ) ⊂ S and hence G l = G block k(a l ) . To conclude, the algorithm remains consistent at step l and the proposition follows by induction.
A.4. Proofs for G-latent models.
Write k β , respectively k for the index function associated to the partition G β , respectively G . Similarly, we write C β for the C-matrix associated to G β according to Definition 6 and C for the one associated to G . According to the very definition of C β and C , for every a = b, we have Since X is not G β -latent, the matrix C β is not positive semi-definite: There exists x β = 0 such that (x β ) T C β x β < 0. We next show that it enforces G to have at least one singleton. Let K β × K β be the size of C β and K × K be the size of C . Since G is a sub-partition of G β , up to a relabelling of the groups in G , we have
We can associate to the vector x β ∈ R K β the vector x ∈ R K defined by
. Assume now that G has no singleton: For any k ∈ 1, . . . , K β we can choose a = b in G i(k) . For this choice of a and b, the Equation (16) gives
This is impossible since X is G -latent, so C is the covariance matrix of the latent variables and hence it is positive (semi-)definite. We conclude that G has at least one singleton.
2) Next, we show that G β ≤ G, for any G ∈ B(X). For this, we need to show that whenever a • cov(X a , X c ) = cov(X b , X c ), for any c = a, b, since a
Therefore, a G β ∼ b, which concludes the proof.
1.1.3. Proof of Lemma 2 of Section 2.5.1. Let Z be a Gaussian N (0, C) random variable and E a be independent random variables, independent of Z and with N (0, Σ aa − C k(a)k(a) ) distribution. Setting X a = Z k(a) + E a we observe that X follows a N (0, Σ) Gaussian distribution, so X = X in distribution.
1.1.4. Proof of Proposition 5 of Section 2.5.2. (i) We only need to prove ⇐. If X has a G-block covariance, then for any σ ∈ S G we have cov(X σ ) = cov(X) so the distribution of X σ is N (0, Σ). (ii) The second equivalence follows from Proposition 3 and Lemma 2. (iii) The first part follows immediately from above. For the second part, let G (X) be a minimal element of
by Proposition 4, and G (X) is minimal, we also have G (X) ≤ G block (X). Therefore G (X) = G block (X) and the proof is complete.
1.2.
Proof of Corollary 1 of Section 6. Hoeffding concentration inequality for U-statistics [12] gives
If R is given by (5), and since x → sin(πx/2) is (π/2)-Lipschitz, we obtain for all t ≥ 0
Taking t = 2π (1 + A) log(p)/n, the result then follows from Proposition 6, since τ ≤ 2π (1 + A) log(p) n with probability higher than 1 − p −2A .
1.3.
A corollary for Gaussian distributions . 
Supplemental numerical results for simulated Gaussian data.
We collect here the numerical results obtained in the Gaussian case. They are very close to those obtained for simulated Gaussian copula data. Figure 1 shows the percentage of exact recovery, the ARI index, and the performances of CV. Figure 2 displays the average number of False Discovery.
3. Supplemental results for the Standard & Poor 100 Stocks example. To illustrate the intuition behind the Cord metric, we compare the estimated correlation matrices corresponding to stocks, after reordering the variables representing the stocks by the group labels recovered by the three methods under evaluation. Because the group labels are arbitrary, to make the comparison as fair as possible, we use an approximate matching method [15] to match the labels of the other methods to each one of Cord. Figure 3 plots the estimated Kendall's tau correlation matrices after re-ordering by the matched labels. Visually, it is clear to see that the Cord partition shows mosaic block patterns for both the diagonal and off-diagonal parts of the correlation matrix. The other methods with criteria based on intra-class distances mainly show diagonal blocks, and there could be multiple bands within each group because the variables in groups obtained by either K-means or HC can have different correlations with all other variables, whereas for CORD, variables in a group have the same, high or low, correlation with all other variables.
A functional MRI example.
Using functional MRI data, [23] found that the human brain regions are organized into communities, sometimes referred to as networks. We use a publicly available fMRI dataset to illustrate the communities recovered by Cord. The dataset was originally published in [26] and is available from Open fMRI (https://openfmri.org/data-sets) under the accession number ds000007. We will focus on analyzing two scan sessions from subject 1 under a visual-motor stop/go task (task 1). Before performing the analysis, we follow the preprocessing steps suggested by [26] , see Section 4.1 below for details. Using the first run data alone, the same CV procedure yields K = 80 with α = 1.5n −1/2 log 1/2 p, close to the fixed constant 2 in our simulations. We thus set K = 80 in K-means and HC, and use the same procedure to match the groups across the methods. The correlation matrices after reordering the variables are plotted in Figure 4 . By visual comparison, the Cord groups are aligned with the bands in both rows and columns of the correlation matrix, while the other methods focusing on recovering diagonal blocks can have multiple bands in the same group. The largest Cord group contain 35 ROIs. We use the brain function classification map available at http://www.brainnexus.com/resources/restingstate-fmri-templates to find the functioning of these ROIs. This Cord group includes 14 visual areas, 14 motor areas, 4 salience network areas, and 3 executive areas. The majority of the ROIs in this cluster correspond to visualmotor functioning, which is well expected to coordinate together during the visual-motor task. The salience and executive areas are also expected to be involved during the task, see a review [25] . We refer to Section 4.1 below for additional results. Because there are no gold standards for partitioning the brain, we use a prediction criterion to compare Cord with K-means and HC. We compute the correlation matricesR 1 andR 2 from the first and second session data respectively. For a grouping estimateĜ, We use the following loss to evaluate its performance
For a fair comparison, we show in Figure 5 the losses against different group sizes, where the groups are estimated by Cord, Kmeans, and HC respectively. Here, we use Kendal's τ for computing the correlation matrices, and the results for Pearson's correlations are similar. Again, Cord outperforms all other methods for almost all group sizes. Compared with K-means and HC, Cord yields the smallest loss values for a wide range of K, and the CV selected K = 80 yields the smallest loss. Preprocessing. We applied the preprocessing steps suggested by [26] , which includes slice timing correction, alignment, registration, normalization to the average 152 T1 MNI template, smoothing with a 5mm full-width-halfmaximum Gaussian kernel, denoising using the FSL MELODIC procedure, and a high pass filter with a 66s cut-off. The event-related activation and temporal correlation were removed using general linear models (GLM) for each voxel [9] . Following [23] , we extract 180 mean activities within a 10mm spheres centered around each of 264 putative functional areas (see Table S2 from [23] ).
Additional results. We plot in Figure 6 
